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GROW TOOLS AND FEATURES 

The purpose of this section is to give a thorough overview of the areas, tools, and 
features found in Grow. We are constantly updating the product. We’ll send out 
updates to the partners on new product feature releases and include road map 
updates at our quarterly webinars.  

DASHBOARD VIEW 

The dashboard view is the first thing a client will see when they log in to Grow. On a 
dashboard there will be several metrics unique to that customer. While our clients may 
be familiar with various BI platforms and may call the metrics “tiles”, “widgets”, “cards”, 
etc, Grow refers to them as Metrics.  

 

Metric Action Menu 

● Edit Metric: Allows you to enter edit metric mode and make changes to the 
data or visualization of a specific metric. 

● Copy Metric: Use this to make a copy of an existing metric to create a new 
metric using the same data as a starting place. You can also make a copy and 
directly enter the edit mode.  

● Move Metric: Use this to move the metric to a different dashboard.  
● Share Metric: Use this to share a metric to multiple dashboards. The shared and 

original metrics are counted as one metric against the account metric limit.  
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● Export Metric: Allows you to export the data table supporting the metric 
visualization. It will not export the raw data, but the data with transforms apply.  

● Delete Metric: Allows you to delete a metric. A prompt will ask you to confirm 
your wish to delete your dashboard and metrics. Grow stores the last two weeks 
of deleted data and can restore metrics upon request.   

Dashboard Action Menu 

● Dynamic Dashboard Filters: Used on few accounts. Only visible to admin users. 
Allows you to edit any dynamic dashboard filters set to that dashboard.  

● Dashboard Settings: Takes you to the dashboard’s settings options. Only visible 
to users who have the option to “manage dashboards.” 

● Generate PDF: Allows you to generate a pdf of the dashboard at that moment. 
It may take a minute or so for the data to run, the snapshot to be taken, and the 
PDF file created.  

● Add Text Bar Separator: Allows you to include a bit of text on the dashboard 
often used to organize sections of metrics or KPIs. 

● Add Note: Allows you to add a note to the dashboard. Includes a basic text 
editor allowing you to format the note text. Notes are often used to explain a 
specific metric trend or to give an update to a team or client.  

● Auto Organize Metrics: Snaps all metrics on the dashboard to the same size 
and organizes them into a grid. Their location depends on their current position 
on the dashboard.  

● Refresh: Allows you to apply a hard refresh to the data in the dashboard. This 
triggers an API ping for each metric, so expect it to take some time depending 
on the amount of data. For some data sources, you have to refresh twice.  

● Help: Takes you to the Grow Help Center - help.grow.com. 
● Delete: Deletes the entire dashboard and any associated metrics. A prompt will 

ask you to confirm your wish to delete your dashboard and metrics. Grow stores 
the last two weeks of deleted data and can restore the dashboard upon request.   

EXPANDED VIEW 

Expanded mode allows you to dig a bit more into your metrics through filtering, 
viewing historical snapshots, and adjusting the chart type. Many of our clients will use 
the dashboard during a team meeting to toggle back and forth between metrics as 
they discuss the weekly data changes.  
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Tools and Features 

● Chart Filters: Select any column from the list and apply various filters. Columns 
available for filtering are set in the metric editor. If the metric uses data from 2+ 
reports, you must join that data onto one report for filtering to be available. This 
help article provides useful information for setting up a filterable metric.  

● Drill into Details: By clicking anywhere on the chart, you are able to “drill into” 
the chart to see the data behind the specific point. The data shows one layer 
down and displays the raw data found in any column selected as a filterable 
column. 

● Data Grouping: Data grouping allows you to take daily data and group it 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc. The grouping can only go as granular as the 
grouping in the metric. For example, if the metric is grouped weekly, then you 
can’t toggle to a daily view.  

● Chart type: Allows you to switch between chart types that are workable with 
the data. Some chart types don’t have other chart types that work with them. 
For example, there isn’t a way to change a table chart into a column chart 
because no x- or y-axis is specified in the table chart.  

● Metric Info: Includes the metric description (if any has been included for the 
metric), the metric owner, any data sources included in the metric, and the 
shared locations for the metric.  

● History Snapshots: Shows any metric snapshots taken daily, weekly, or monthly 
depending on how the snapshots are set up for the metric. No data is stored in 
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these snapshots, just the image of what the metric looked like at that time. It 
only includes the last 30 snapshots. Help article. 

● Click and Drag: If you click and drag your mouse over the metric chart, you will 
zoom into that selected area to just see that data. Click “show all” to revert back 
to the full chart visualization.  

FULL SCREEN MODE 

The full screen mode allows you to share a dashboard in a display mode. With our 
unlimited user policy, this means that anyone can see your data on as many TV 
monitors as you choose.  

While there are other broadcasting solutions, we use a ChromeBit to display 
dashboards on a TV monitor. You’ll need to download our Chrome extension to ensure 
the TV stays active and doesn’t go into a lower power mode.  

Any of your “favorited” dashboards will be included when you set the dashboard 
rotation timer. View this help article for more information.  
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SETTINGS 

Each user will have a settings area, but each user will only see these settings tabs 
relevant to their user permissions.  

 

 

● Users: Only seen by admins. When you click on a specific user you access the 
following setting options: 

○ Manage user name and email 
○ Manage account permission levels 
○ Reset user password 

● Dashboards: Shows a list of all dashboards in the account. When you click on a 
specific dashboard you can access settings, which includes options to: 

○ Update dashboard name and description  
○ Duplicate the dashboard 
○ Create and manage the PDF file reports for the dashboard 
○ Generate a share url 
○ Manage the users who have access to that dashboard 

● Datasets: If a user has permissions to create and manage datasets, this settings 
tab will be available. In this section, users will be able to view, create, edit, and 
manage all existing datasets. Help article. 
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● Data Sources: Allows a user to see all the data sources connected to the 
account. By clicking on the data source, you can see the specific metrics reliant 
on that data connection. If you delete a data connection, you will delete any 
metric built from that data. Admins have additional permissions to: 

○ Edit the data source name (give it an alias) 
○ Reauth the data source 
○ Give access to data source to other users 
○ Remove data source connection 

● Metrics: Shows the list of all account metrics and will take you to the explore 
mode of that metric if clicked.  

● Reports: Shows a list of all PDF file reports set up on the account, the delivery 
time, and number of recipients. You can create new reports and edit any 
existing. Help article. 

● User Settings: Users can edit their own profile information and update their 
password.  

● Company Info: Displays their metric count and company profile information.  
● Billing: Shows the current account usage, their package details, as well as 

recent invoices. Clicking on an invoice will show you the PDF version of the 
invoice to download.  

User Settings 

Customers want to be able to apply unique access levels to users on their account. 
View this help article for more details.  

● Manage Users (All Permissions): Allows a user to add other users and manage 
their permissions. By default, anyone with the ability to add and manage users 
is a Grow “Admin” and is given all permissions in the account.  

● Manage Company Info: Shows the company info tab in settings where they 
can edit their company profile. 

● View Billing Info: Shows the billing tab where a user can see their account 
metric usage, current billing package, as well as past invoices.  

● Save and Manage Datasets: Allows user to see the Datasets tab in settings, and 
manage and create any warehoused datasets.  

● Manage All Data Connections: Allows user to see the full list of account data 
sources, disconnect, reconnect, and share those data sources with other users.  

● Manage Dashboards: Allows user to add and manage dashboards in the 
account.  

● Add and Manage Metrics: Allows user to create and delete metrics on any 
dashboard they have access to.  
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● Export Data: Allows user to export data from a metric on the dashboard. 
● Move and Resize Metrics: Allows the user to organize and resize metrics on any 

dashboard they have access to.  
● View Only: This setting allows a user to only see the dashboard(s) they have 

access to. A view only user can still explore the data in explore mode, but they 
cannot create or delete any metric.  

METRIC BUILDER 

The metric builder is where all the data magic happens. It is full of useful tools and 
features. 

 

Areas of the Builder: 

● Chart Settings: Any setting or tool related to the chart visualization. Includes 
selecting data series, key values, setting filterable columns, etc. 

● Data Settings: Any setting related to the data accessed from an API, database, 
or file sharing platform.  

● Data Transforms: Tools that allow the user to manipulate the raw data into 
useable information. Includes calculating totals, pivoting data, grouping, 
filtering, etc.  

● Spreadsheet Functions: A tool that allows clients to create unique calculations 
from their data.  
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● Add New Report: Allows users to add a new data report into the metric where 
they can then blend data from the same or distinct data sources.  

● Options: Allows users a few extra tools related to the data table. They can 
duplicate the existing report, export the data with or without applied 
transforms, and view a transform summary.  

Chart Settings 

In chart settings you will set the visualization each chart/metric will display. Areas 
include Metric Description, Data Series, Chart Labels, Key Value, Goal Line and 
Filterable Columns. Each of the visuals below will point out specific information.  

Metric Description 

Many users will skip over this section, but the customers that use it religiously, find 
that it's easier to deploy their dashboards and clearly communicate and document 
the purpose of a given KPI.  
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Data Series 

This is a term that we use internally and our definition may not be immediately 
understood by a client. In short, a data series is the series of data selected from the 
dataset to be used in the visualization. Formatting found in this section applies to the 
data series itself as well as the chart visual. There are a lot of hidden tools and options. 
Refer to our Help Center for specific formatting questions.  
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Chart Labels 

This refers to the naming of the data on the x-axis of the chart. If a client questions 
why a column is just showing up as numbers, it's because no chart labels have been 
selected to reference what each of those data points signifies.  

You can also apply edits to the axis on the chart in this section.  

 

Key Values 

Between the actual chart visual and the key values, users can get a lot of valuable 
information into one metric. Key values call out a specific metric or number.  

You can add 10+ key values to a metric, but we generally discourage more than 5 due 
to metric spacing issues. The key values will all display, but users have to resize the 
metric on the dashboard to be able to fit all the key values, thus creating really large 
metrics that won’t easily fit on a screen. Help article. 
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Goal Line 

You can set a static or dynamic goal for the metric. By default (and to avoid confusion) 
there can only be one goal line on a chart.  

If your chart has a dual axis with two very disparate data series, the goal line will 
reference the first data series. You can drag to reorder the data series if you want to 
switch which data series the goal is referencing.  
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Filterable Columns 

This is where you set up which columns are “filterable” or “drillable” in the expanded 
view of the dashboard. If a column is not selected here, it will not appear in the 
expanded view. Learn more here.  

Things to note:  

● Before you can select any filterable columns, you have to select at least one data 
series. The product tooltip will prompt you to do this.  

● If you edit the metric and apply a new data transform it may remove your 
column selections. You will need to make sure the proper columns are 
reselected before saving the metric.  

● Filter/drill doesn’t work if you apply a pivot to the data. Because you’re working 
with multiple dimensions if you drill into that data, Grow doesn’t know which 
dimension to view. You can still filter and drill, but the columns available will be 
post-pivot columns. Read more here.  

● If the metric is using multiple datasets (reports) then you’ll need to join the data 
and apply the filterable columns from the joined datasets.  

 

Data Settings 

Data settings refers to parameters set around data accessed from an API, database, or 
file sharing platform. Grow connects to 160+ data integrations and the data settings for 
each is uniquely designed based on the data accessible by the connector.  
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Data Transforms 

The data transform tools allow customers who may not know some more technical 
data analysis tools, like SQL, to transform data. Grow's transforms let you easily group, 
filter, calculate, and pivot your data. Help article.  

● Remove Columns: Allows you to select the columns you want displayed in the 
data table. This can be particularly helpful when you have dozens of columns 
and want to focus on relevant data. Help article. 

● Calculated Columns: Allows you to perform calculations between two or more 
columns, change date format, or apply a substring. Help article.  

● Filter Data: Allows you to filter information you want to see or filter out data you 
don’t want considered in a metric. Help article. 

● Group Data: Allows you to group data and display the related aggregation from 
your data. Often users will want to see data grouped weekly, monthly, or daily. 
You can also group based on department, individuals, product, marketing 
campaign, etc. Help article.  

● Pivot Table: Allows you to pivot two data elements and compare a third 
element between them. For those of you used to pivot tables in excel, this 
feature is similar. It allows only a two dimensional comparison. Help article.  

● Sort Data: Allows you to sort data based on a specific column. Help article. 

● Sum, Count, Average, Min, Max: This aggregator tool allows you to perform 
basic arithmetic on a selected column. Help article. 

● Time Shifting: Allows you to shift the time zone of the data. Occasionally APIs 
will process data in a time zone different to where the customer is located. This 
will lead to metrics showing data that is slightly off. Shifting the time zone can 
correct this. Help article. 

● Tagging (beta): Allows you to apply criteria to a dataset and create a tag in a 
new column based on that data. Similar to SQL Case statements. Help article.  

● Date Comparisons (beta): Allows you to quickly organize your data for a 
comparison period. For example: this month compared to the prior month, or 
this month compared to the same month last year. Help article.  
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Spreadsheet Functions 

Spreadsheet functions is a great tool that allows clients familiar with Excel to create 
calculations by referencing cells in the metric’s data reports. The tool is useful, but 
shouldn’t be overused. Here’s a help article to reference as well as some things to 
consider: 

● Most commonly, spreadsheet functions is used to calculate a key value or 
comparison value to use in the metric. 

● Applying calculations to an entire data column isn’t recommended because the 
spreadsheet function is not dynamic, so formulas won’t apply if a column of 
data adds more rows.  

● The tool doesn’t have all functions supported in Excel, but those included are 
the most commonly used in Grow. 

● Encourage users to use the data transform tools as much as possible. Those 
tools are more powerful than the spreadsheet functions and are dynamic.  
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Add New Report 

This feature allows users to add a new data source (report) into the metric where they 
can then blend data from the same or distinct data sources. When a metric has more 
than one report, you most likely will need to join the data using either the Joined 
Report tool or the Master SQL Report. 

 

Joined Report 

Found under the “add new report” tab, this tool doesn’t require SQL to join two reports 
in the metric. The two datasets must contain a common value on which to join. The 
most common type of join used in Grow is the left join, where Report 2 is joined onto 
the data on the left, or Report 1. Inner joins shows data that is found in both reports. 
Help article. 
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Master Report 

The Master Report is useful for blending data when working with more than two 
reports. You can do specific calculations on the joins as well as apply any data 
transforms to the master table data.  

The Master Report also contains some dates and country metadata so that if your data 
is missing a date, you can join onto the dates table and display the complete date 
range. 
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Options 

Allows users a few extra tools related to the data table. They can duplicate the existing 
report, export the data with or without applied transforms, and view a transform 
summary.  

● Duplicate Report: Allows you to duplicate the report you’re currently working in 
with the same data parameters. Useful when you want to access the same data 
and just filter it to show a different date range or report.  

● Export Raw Data: Allows you to export the raw data from the metric, not 
including any data transform, into a CSV file. 

● Export Data with SQL: Allows you to export the data from the metric showing 
the current data (SQL) transforms. 

● Transform Summary: A pop-up window that shows a user the full list of data 
transforms applied to that report.  
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Other 

Other areas of the metric builder to note include: 

● Chart Type: Allows users to choose between our 20+ chart types to find a visual 
that best fits their data needs. Each metric will have different formatting 
options found under Chart Settings.  

○ Column Chart 
○ Column + Line Chart  
○ Stacked Column Chart 
○ Stacked Column + Line 
○ Stacked Column 100% 
○ Stacked Bar Chart 
○ Bar Chart 
○ Line Chart 
○ Area Chart 
○ Bubble Chart 
○ Radar Chart 
○ Funnel Chart 
○ Pie Chart 
○ Donut Chart 
○ Bullet Chart  
○ Gauge 
○ Single Value 
○ Table 
○ Image  
○ HTML 
○ Map  

● Metric Refresh Rate: The refresh rate is how you set the frequency of Grow 
pinging the data source to see if there are any updates to the data. Note that 
some data sources have API limits that will cause data to time out if pinged too 
frequently. See more in the Grow Data Source section explaining Rate Limits.  

● Snapshot: The snapshot tool allows you to take a daily, weekly, or monthly 
snapshot of that specific metric. It allows the customer to see how data has 
changed over periods. The snapshots are not stored as data in any way in Grow 
and only the most recent 30 images are displayed in the explore mode. 
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SAVED DATA SETS 

Some data sources have low rate limits or pull in a lot of transactional data. This often 
means that the time to load data is really slow. If the time to load is too slow, it could 
eventually result in a disconnect error.  

The Saved Data Sets feature, which is still in beta, can be a great solution; however, the 
platform’s API, and a few other factors, may influence the stability of the dataset. Verify 
with our team via chat, or directly with your Partner Success Manager (PSM), whether 
or not a data source is workable with the dataset features. Here is a useful help article 
to reference.  

Data sources where this typically applies: 

● Shopify 
● Stripe 
● Amazon Seller Central 
● WooComerce 
● ShipStation  
● Teamwork Projects 
● Zoho CRM 
● Hubspot 
● InfusionSoft 

In order to enable this feature for your client’s account, follow these steps: 

Enable for the account: Chat in on our site or ask your PSM to enable it for your 
customer. This is where you can also vett out the use case to ensure the data 
source works well with the feature.  

User Permissions: Any user who needs to build and manage datasets must 
have that permission enabled for their user. This is found under Settings > User 
> User Permissions. 

Share Data Connection: If you have users who don’t need to create new 
datasets, but need to use existing sets to build from, you need to ensure that 
the data source connection is shared with them. This can be done under 
Settings > Data Sources > Share Connection (Icon). 

Building a Stored Data Set: Once the permissions have been granted, you can 
build a new dataset when you’re in the metric builder. Here are detailed 
instructions.  
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Creating New Metric: To create a new metric from a saved data source, you just 
need to Add New Metric > Stored Data Sets > Select Data Set > Connect and 
then build from that data as you would a regular metric.  

BRANDED ACCOUNT SET UP 

If customers want to use Grow as a client reporting tool, their pricing model is typically 
based on the number of dashboards (usually one for each client). This is a co-branded 
scenario where only the logo in Grow is replaced with their company logo. If the 
customer wants full branding (i.e. logo, custom URL, branded login page, etc.), this is 
an add on to the existing package.  

Grow will set this up within the first few days of their contract. It includes a branded 
login page, a custom URL, and their logo. They can also set up their emails to be sent 
via an SMTP.  

We’ll rely on you to collect the assets we need to get their branded account set up. You 
can email the assets to your PSM to begin the set up. This includes the following: 

Logo: Used in the Grow app, in the header above each dashboard. The file must 
be at least 250 pixels in height and a .jpg or .png file. 
Background Image: This image is used as the background of the customized 
login page. The image must be at least 1600 x 900 pixels and either a .jpg or .png 
file. 
Domain: This can be a sub domain or a unique domain. The A Record for that 
domain or subdomain must be pointed to 52.0.63.147 before the set up can be 
finalized.  

Sub: analytics.yourdomain.com 
Full: yourdomain.com 

Login Text (Sign in to "_________"): This is generally the company name. For page 
naming convention we cannot change the “Sign in to” text. 
Favicon (Optional): Can be .ico, .png, or a .jpg file type.  

OUT OF PARTNER SCOPE 

Some features are currently only managed by our internal team. The following features 
we offer will be vetted during the sales process and if agreed to, the partner will work 
with their Partner Success Manager or a Customer Success (CS) Manager to set these 
up for a customer.  
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Templatizing Dashboards 

If a client is planning to templatize a dashboard, this setup must be done by a Grow CS 
rep. This customer requirement is discussed and vetted in the sales process. Things to 
consider: 

● In order to templatize a dashboard, each metric must have a unique identifier 
that will change between each dashboard version. This is usually a data source 
account ID.  

● Once a template is created, it cannot be edited. If a client request changes to 
any data or visualization on metrics, they will need to make those changes one 
at a time, or Grow will have to recreate the template and then go through the 
process again of deleting and replacing the dashboards.  

● Ideally the initial dashboard would be as close to complete as possible.  

Custom REST Connections 

Using a Custom REST connection to access data is out of scope from the Grow CS 
team. Not all APIs are created equally and often the API may not provide useful and 
relevant data. If a client wants to pursue this route, here are some expectations to set: 

● You’ll need a developer or some very technical individual to set it up. A 
nontechnical person will most likely not be able to understand nuanced API 
documentation. 

● It takes time and testing to verify the connection.  
● The Grow Custom REST connector only supports APIs requiring a basic or 

OAuth protocol.  
● The connector doesn’t support any pagination set up by the API. It can only pull 

in one page of results.  

We have help documentation that will be useful to those setting up a Custom REST. 
Our chat support can answer some basic troubleshooting questions but won’t be able 
to research the specific scenario.  

DATA CONNECTIONS 

Grow has native connections with around 160 data sources which is more than any 
other BI platform servicing the SMB space. There are many different ways that 
customers will store and manage data. This section will go over working with the main 
data connector categories, APIs, file sharing platforms, and databases.  
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APIs 

We rely on the API to access that data. Not all APIs are built equally. Some are really 
organized with business logic and contain useful data that's relevant to our clients. 
Others may not contain very relevant business data.  

Missing API Data 

Some data sources may not contain all the information that is displayed in the client’s 
account. Whether it’s Shopify, Amazon Seller Central, or Hubspot, there can always be 
some holes between their company’s account and the data available in the API. 

If a client asks if we get a certain data point, here’s what we recommend: 

1. First check any related help articles, or do a deep dive into the client’s data in 
Grow. It’s possible that the data they’re seeking is hidden in the API somewhere, 
as a different column header or report.  

2. Google the platform’s API documentation to see if that field is available in the 
API. Occasionally, Grow is using an API version that doesn't include that data. 

3. If the data is available from the API, write up the issue and chat it through to 
Grow’s team where they can vet it out further and prioritize whether or not we 
will be able to update that API connection.  

4. If the data is not clearly accessible from the API, you can still ask Grow to take a 
second look. Make sure to set the right expectation with the customer so they 
understand it may not be possible to access.  

5. If Grow has confirmed that you cannot access that data point, then the client 
will have to rely on accessing data through a file sharing platform and exports. 
There are a few ways to accomplish this; please refer to this help article for more 
information.  

Rate Limits 

Most APIs establish a limit on how many calls can be made per second (or minute, or 
other short time period), in order to protect servers from being overloaded and 
maintain high quality of service to many clients. Rate limits vary by API and Grow’s 
data connections are bound by these parameters.  

Most of Grow’s popular data sources have fairly robust APIs and may not run into these 
types of issues. We recommend checking the Help Center for detailed documentation 
which we’re continually updating. Here are some helpful things to note: 
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Metric Refresh Rate: In the metric builder you can specify the frequency of the 
data refresh rate. This means every 5 min, 30 min, or 1 hr the metric will ping the 
data source API and update the date. For data sources with strict rate limits, we 
recommend users set the refresh rate to be 1 hr or whatever is compatible with 
that specific API. 

Account Level/Platform Package: Some platforms increase rate limits based on 
your account level with them. As you increase the package size with them, they 
will increase your account’s API call limit. An example platform is Zoho CRM. 

API Documentation: Our CS reps will often spend time finding answers as we 
read through API documentation. Use this as a resource as you're 
troubleshooting. Google “[Platform name] API Documentation”. 

If you are hitting rate limits with a client on a call we recommend pausing that metric 
build and coming back at a later time when the rate limit has refreshed.  

Time Zones 

Most platforms run their data based on the UTC (Universal Time Coordinated also 
referred to as Coordinated Universal Time) time zone. If a client is in a different time 
zone to UTC, the platform will often offset or adjust the data to show them data based 
on their own time zone. However, the raw data accessed via APIs are often not 
adjusted automatically. If clients see differences, they will need to verify it’s a time zone 
issue and then adjust the data. Here are four ways to work with time zones: 

Time Shifting Transform: Using this data transform in the metric allows you to 
shift the time zone of the data. This will shift the data once the data is in Grow, not 
from the API. Use this help article for guidance.  

Custom date interpolator: If the data source you’re using has an option to select 
a date range, you can apply a customer date range by using our custom date 
interpolator. If you adjust the data by adding +X hours into the future or past, you 
can offset all the data by that range. The data will now match based on the 
customer’s location.  

Additional Filtering: For some data sources you may find that you need to apply 
a custom date range and the filter transform. This just depends on the data 
source and the data.  

SQLite Transform: If needed, you can use a SQLite transform to apply additional 
specifications or logic to your filter statement.  
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File Sharing Platforms 

File sharing platforms allow customers to access useful data that they’re tracking and 
sharing internally or from a platform that Grow doesn’t connect to. These currently 
include: 

● Amazon S3 
● Box 
● Dropbox 
● Egnyte 
● FTP/SFTP File Access 
● Google Sheets 
● OneDrive 
● OneDrive Business 

With any file sharing platform, here are the main things to consider: 

One sheet per dataset: For Excel-based files, you can only select one sheet at a 
time in Grow. If you have an Excel doc with multiple sheets, you will need to pull 
in three reports into the metric—one for each sheet.  
 
Unique column headers: If there isn’t a unique column header in your chart, the 
data won't be recognized in Grow. Ideally this is corrected on the original file, but 
if that isn’t possible we do have a tool that allows you to add a new row of data 
that contains column headers with generic ColumnA, ColumnB, ColumnC, etc. 
Note that this shifts the data down, so you may have to filter out the first row of 
data.  
 
Correct data formatting: If the data is clean, the files are much easier to 
manipulate. Find some helpful tips here but a few tips include a tabular format, 
column headers in the first row, no empty rows or columns, dates in a 
YYYY-MM-DD format, no total rows, and currencies as just number values 
without any symbols. 
 
File size limits: Most files must be smaller than 15 MB in order to successfully pull 
them into Grow. Under some extenuating circumstances, our support teams can 
make exceptions for files up to 50 MB. If your customer requires this, reach out via 
Chat to make the request.  
 
File type and format: Grow supports XLS, XLSX, XLSM, and CSV file types. If you're 
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looking to use JSON or XML files, Grow can pull those in, but we suggest 
converting to a CSV first to avoid any formatting issues.  

Syncing files: The files you want to use in Grow metrics must be in synced 
folders. If they aren't, metrics won't automatically reflect changes made to the file 
in your data source.  

Working with Exports 

Working with exports can be frustrating if data isn’t formatted correctly, the data isn’t 
consistent, or it’s missing information. Here are some tips on how to approach working 
with exported files.  

Finalize formatting first: It can be tempting to just jump in and start building 
metrics from the data that’s there, but keep in mind any changes made to the 
column headers, or any new columns added or removed, could have an impact 
on existing metrics built off of that data.  

Data integrity: If you’re helping a client to create missing data, make sure to be 
consistent. Come up with a naming structure and make sure anyone editing that 
spreadsheet follows the same guidelines. For example, “Josh” and “josh” will not 
be treated as the same name within a dataset. To minimize these issues, apply 
conditional formatting to your internal spreadsheets. Watch out for typos or extra 
spaces at the end of words. 

Use Grow to dynamically clean up exports: Many platform exports will include 
headers, titles, or totals that will bring a dummy line of data when grouped in 
Grow. Ideally any formatting issue will be resolved prior to Grow, but if not, we can 
try to apply our transform tools to filter out blanks, remove extra columns, and 
reformat dates, etc.  

Building Historical Data: In some situations, customers will export a current 
period of data from their platform. Each month they will replace this data in the 
file Grow is using for their metric. While this works, a better solution would be to 
take this opportunity to create historical data by adding the new data below the 
prior dataset. If the data you add each period doesn’t have a date column, you 
can quickly create a column of dates to show the period that data referred to. 
This will then allow you to start seeing historical trends.  

Zap if possible: If the platform you want to work with has the functionality to 
send automated emails with attached csv’s on a recurring basis, you may be able 
to use Zapier to either Zap the file into Dropbox or into Google Sheets. We’ve had 
several clients successfully set up this intermediate step that then creates an 
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automated connection with Grow that involves no manual data entry. A free 
Zapier account currently allows you up to five Zaps for their non-premium 
integrations. This may work for many clients. Depending on the situation, a 
customer may need an upgraded Zapier account. View the following help articles 
for how to set this up with Dropbox and Google Sheets.  

Manual updating: If a customer’s data requires a manual element to 
maintaining their exports, we recommend they use Google Sheets. It’s a bit easier 
and more intuitive for our customers, and allows for easy collaboration.  

Databases 

Databases are used by many customers who are hosting their proprietary company 
data. Clients using a database should have a point person that knows how to query 
and manipulate their data. They should be proficient in the query language. While our 
CS reps know some SQL, or PostgreSQL they (and you) will not know the data schema 
and so the client’s database admin will have to be involved to access relevant business 
data. The following is the list of databases that connect with Grow: 

● Amazon Redshift 
● HP Vertica 
● MongoDB 
● MySQL 
● NuoDB 
● Oracle 
● PostgreSQL 
● SQL Server 

Connecting a database is common and straightforward. Clients will need to create a 
read-only user on their database with admin level access and white list Grow’s IP 
addresses. The help article on how to connect is clear and contains the full list of 
current IP addresses to whitelist. If a client runs into a problem, it's generally because 
they haven’t followed the instructions properly or there is a security measure set up on 
their database.  

They will then need to enter the following information in Grow: 

● Connection Nickname: Can be anything they want to pick in order to help 
them remember what the connection is. Sometimes this can include the 
source (for example: Amazon) or the type (for example: App User Statistics). 

● Host: Location of the server they are connected to as a means to access the 
database. This is where the database is located.  
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● Port: The connection to their database. We sometimes pre-fill this field with 
3306 as this is the most commonly used port. 

● Database Name: The name was set when they created the database. A lot of 
people name their original username and database the same. 

● Username: Username for the read-only user on their database. They can create 
this read only user just for Grow. 

● Password: This is the password for the read-only user on their database. 

Marketing Tools 

Google Analytics 

Google Analytics (GA) is a web analytics service offered by Google that tracks and 
reports website traffic. You can review our many GA-specific help articles in our Help 
Center. You can view their V4 API documentation here.  
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Things to note: 

● Metrics vs. Dimensions: Metrics are quantitative measurements of your GA 
data (i.e. sessions, users, average duration, etc.) Dimensions are attributes of your 
data (i.e. city, page url, date). 

● Metrics and Dimensions Limits: You can only request up to 8 metrics at a time. 
You can only pull up to 3 dimensions at a time. This is set and limited by the API.  

● Dimension and Metric Compatibility: Some metrics and dimensions won’t 
work together and will display an error in Grow when used jointly. Google has 
great documentation in their metrics and dimensions explorer, which can help 
you avoid conflicts. 

● Data Sampling: To speed up data results, GA will select a sample dataset of your 
data and then provide insight based on that sampled group. GA will tell you 
when they’re sampling by saying “This report is based on 247,101 sessions 
(94.41% of sessions).” In Grow, you can specify the level of sampling. More 
sampling is faster, less sampling is slower. Grow will default to GA’s 
recommended amount of sampling. Help article. 

● Custom metrics and dimensions: Occasionally, GA has metrics or dimensions 
with xx in them. For example: “ga:goalXXconversion”. In this case, you replace 
the xx with the number of goal you have in your GA account. For Goal 6, the 
metric would read “ga:goal6conversion”. 
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Google AdWords 

Google AdWords allows you to track search, display, video, and app based ads. You can 
review our many Google AdWords specific help articles in our Help Center. You can 
view the AdWords API documentation here.  

 

Things to Note: 

● Reports or AWQL: The AdWords API allows you to use their report endpoints to 
select relevant columns of data or use AWQL to pull specific data.  

● Using AWQL: The AdWords API is robust, but very particular with what data 
works together. If using AWQL, make sure to follow their syntax exactly to get 
the query to work. Refer to this article for specific AWQL documentation. 

● Cost or money data: In AdWords, this is set up as “micros” or one million is 
equivalent to one unit. For any cost data, you’ll need to use Grow’s transform 
tools to divide by 1000000 to get the amount in the local currency. I.e. 
23443303/1000000 = 23.443303 

● “Error: Invalid field selected”: AdWords is very particular with what columns 
and segments work together. If you see this error, it means that the data you’re 
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selecting is not compatible. Refer to their documentation to verify which 
columns work together.  

● “Include Zero Impressions”: Some reports will return days where there are no 
clicks, spend, etc. If you select “Include Zero Impressions,” then the dataset will 
include any date even if there are zero impressions, clicks, spend, etc. 

Facebook Ads 

Facebook Ads helps you track your ads at the account, campaign, ad set, and ad level. 
You can review our many Facebook Ads-specific help articles in our Help Center. You 
can view their Marketing API documentation here.  

 

Things to note: 

● Reporting Levels Hierarchy: Facebook ads allows you to pull in data at different 
reporting levels, these are Account, Campaign, Ad Set, and Ad. Some fields will 
not appear at certain levels. For example, if you’re at the account level, any 
campaign data will not appear when you connect the data, the data will all be 
aggregated for the entire account.  
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● Facebook Ads Pixels: If your client is asking for data such as purchases, videos 
watched, abandoned shopping carts, or return on spend then your client may 
want to track their pixel performance. You can find this data under the 
“action/pixel” field. This will bring in multiple columns that include action and 
conversion data.  

● Possible Field Conflicts: Only fields with a red asterisk are required when you 
set your Facebook Ads data parameters. There are many optional fields and 
some of them are incompatible with others.  

● Tracking Revenue Conversations: Clients will need to set up their site to track 
conversions and associated revenue. See this help article.  

● Aggregated Data vs. Data by Day: If you don’t specify to get the data by day, 
you will get the aggregated data for the time frame selected. Select “get data by 
day” to break down the data into individual days instead of aggregated.  

Social Platforms 

Facebook (Organic) 

Facebook data allows you to track the impact and reach of your Facebook page. You 
can review our many Facebook-specific help articles in our Help Center. You can view 
the Facebook Graph API documentation here.  
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Things to note: 

● API Version 1 and Version 2: Generally the Facebook v2 integration is a more 
robust integration than v1. They both access the same API, but Grow’s Facebook 
v2 allows you to pull specific data points from Metric Categories instead of full 
reports with prescriptive data. Review this help article for more information on 
Facebook v2. 

● Current day: Some Facebook reports don't display to the current day. This is a 
limitation of the API. View this help article to see the list of reports this affects.  

Twitter 

The Twitter connection displays your social account, not Twitter business. We do have a 
native integration with Twitter Business; however, it was built off of an older Twitter 
Business API and is not structured very intuitively. As such, we consider it to be a beta 
connection. You can review our Twitter-specific help articles in our Help Center. 

 

Things to note: 

● Historical data: Twitter’s API does not allow access to historical data. Grow starts 
tracking data once the Twitter account is connected to Grow. That means that it 
is impossible to pull how many Twitter followers your account had at any time 
prior to connecting to Grow. We can and will automatically track your followers 
per day from when the account was connected. If the Twitter connection is ever 
deleted from an account, you will lose that historical data. 

● Last 200 records: Twitter’s API only returns the last 200 records for any of their 
endpoints; for example, the last 200 tweets, last 200 followers, last 200 mentions, 
etc.  
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● 3rd party services offer to return historical data; however, Grow hasn't tested 
any of them and therefore doesn't endorse any specifically. Clients are free to 
attempt this type of solution. 

Instagram & Instagram Business 

Instagram tracks your account data. Instagram Business, which tracks your business 
account, is a separate API. You can review our Instagram-specific help articles in our 
Help Center. 

 

Things to note:  

● Historical Data: Instagram’s API does not allow access to historical data. Grow 
starts tracking data once the Instagram account is connected to Grow. That 
means that it is impossible to pull how many Instagram followers your account 
had at any time prior to connecting to Grow. We can and will automatically 
track your followers per day from when the account was connected. If the 
Instagram connection is ever deleted from an account, you will lose that 
historical data. 

● 500 Items API Limit: Instagram only returns the 500 most recent individual 
items in itemized reports. When pulling followers, liked posts, or user posts, 
Instagram only returns up to the most recent 500.  

● Disabled Endpoints: Following the Cambridge Analytica scandal, Instagram 
has disabled some of their API endpoints. When you attempt to use liked posts, 
following, and followers you will get an error message, saying “This endpoint has 
been retired.” Read more here. 

● Instagram Business Facebook Authorization: Instagram Business data 
operates through the Facebook API. When authorizing your Instagram 
Business account in Grow, use the credentials for the Facebook business page 
you originally used to create your Instagram Business account.  
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YouTube 

YouTube tracks your channel and video performance, channel views, subscribers, and 
more. You can review our YouTube-specific help articles in our Help Center. 

 

Things to note: 

● Metrics vs. Dimensions: Metrics are quantitative measurements of your 
YouTube data (i.e. video view counts, likes, dislikes). Dimensions are attributes of 
your data (i.e. location, date, etc). 

● Dimension and Metric Compatibility: Some metrics and dimensions won’t 
work together and will display an error in Grow when used jointly. Reference this 
YouTube documentation for any reporting questions. 

● Required Fields: YouTube usually requires an entry into “Max Results” and a 
dimension to sort by. If you are having issues pulling in data try adding those. 

● Filtering Statements: Helpful to focus the data results and limit them to a 
specific region or dimension. This documentation will provide you a list of filter 
operators. While this documentation is for Google Analytics, the same operators 
apply. 
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● YouTube Reporting: YouTube has two different APIs. Grow connects to 
YouTube Analytics, not YouTube Reporting. Refer to this article for additional 
documentation. 

CRMs 

Salesforce 

Salesforce is a CRM that helps customers get a total view of their sales funnel and 
business while displaying current data for all of their customers. You can review our 
Salesforce-specific help articles in our Help Center. 

There are three ways to access data from Salesforce: their standard reports, saved 
reports, and their query language - SOQL.  

Standard Reports: Reports are objects or tables set up in your Salesforce account. The 
tidier your Salesforce data and structure is, the better the data will be from these 
reports.  

 

Saved Reports: Saved reports are any publicly shared reports that have been created 
on your account. They will display in a tabular format.  
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SOQL: A Salesforce-specific query language. 

 

Things to note: 

● Using Standard Reports: Reports are objects or tables set up in your Salesforce 
account. The tidier your Salesforce data and structure is, the better the data will 
be from these reports. The data is pulled through as raw data, stripping 
currencies of any local formatting. This is helpful when saved reports have a data 
format that is difficult to use in Grow.  

● Using Saved Reports: Using saved reports can be really useful if a customer 
doesn't have a Salesforce admin but are able to use the report builder to get 
exactly the necessary data. Note that if that report is changed the metrics 
referencing that report in Grow may break depending on if data was removed 
or added to that saved report. 

● Saved reports must be public: If you find that a saved report isn’t showing up 
in Grow, its likely that it is not in the Unified Public Folder. It must be public to 
be accessible via the API.  
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● Salesforce Lightning: If customers use Salesforce Lightning, there is a 2000 row 
limit on saved reports. Users can use SOQL to write a query and pull data 
greater than 2000 rows.  

● Using SOQL: If a customer has a Salesforce admin who understands their 
account schema, this will be valuable to them. A very useful (free) tool is 
www.dataloader.io. This platform helps those not familiar with SOQL to build a 
query using their own custom fields and account information.  

● Salesforce Enterprise Edition: A customer must have the Enterprise tier in 
Salesforce to be able to connect their API to Grow. 

 

Hubspot CRM 

Hubspot empowers your sales and marketing teams with tools to help manage your 
funnel. You can review our Hubspot CRM-specific help articles in our Help Center. 

 

Things to note: 

● Combined CRM and Marketing API: Hubspot combines its CRM and 
marketing automation services into one platform. If you want access to 
endpoints from both the CRM and marketing, you’ll need to have both types of 
accounts in Hubspot. Currently, the marketing endpoints don’t have as much 
business logic built in as the CRM. In our partnership with Hubspot, we’re 
working together to improve those API data endpoints.  

● Endpoints requiring admin-level permissions: Some reports will require that 
the user connected to Grow is an admin. Most commonly, this includes 
marketing endpoints such as campaigns, workflows, and email events.  

● Strict rate limits: Due to Hubspot’s rate limits, pulling a lot of Hubspot data into 
Grow can be slow. Refer to our section on rate limits for more information.  

● Contacts properties: Every lead in Hubspot is marked as a contact, not a lead. If 
you want to pull in properties for Hubspot contacts, use the “Get All Contacts” 
endpoint which will let you select the fields (properties) you want to pull in. 
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● ID numbers for custom fields: When a customer creates custom fields in their 
account, the data comes in as IDs. There is no existing endpoint in Hubspot that 
allows us to indicate what these IDs represent. However, by comparing the data 
in Grow to the customer account, you can start to identify the custom field ID. 
We recommend using a spreadsheet to track the IDs and their labels. You can 
bring this data into Grow and join the IDs to the Hubspot data and then apply 
needed data transforms.  

● Unix Epoch Dates: Some Hubspot date fields return Unix Epoch timestamps. 
These can be converted to a more useful date format with the “Table Date 
Format” option in Grow, or using a simple SQL query. Help article.  

● Revenue in Cents: Similar to AdWords, some revenue data comes through as 
the smallest unit for the currency (i.e. cents instead of dollars). Use the 
calculated column to divide the revenue column by 100 to convert to dollars (or 
GBP, AUD, CAD, etc.). 

Pipedrive 

Pipedrive helps you manage and improve your sales pipeline. You can review our 
Pipedrive-specific help articles in our Help Center. 

 

Things to note: 

● Time in Stage: In the Deals Report, there is an option to include the ‘Time in 
Stage’. This calculates the precise time spent in each stage for each opportunity. 
Since this does multiple calculations on each row, selecting this option slows 
down the report very significantly. 

● Notes in the Activity Report: The activities report includes a column that has 
the notes associated with each activity. These notes come from the API as HTML 
which can make them more challenging to work with than plain text. You will 
need to be creative with SQLite to be able to work with this data output.  

Financials 
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Quickbooks Online 

Quickbooks Online (QBO) offers an easy way to manage your business finances and 
accounting. You can review our QBO-specific help articles in our Help Center. 

 

Things to note: 

● Quickbooks Desktop: Quickbooks Desktop is an on premise solution. Because 
it is not in the cloud, it is harder to access data. This section is referring only to 
Quickbooks Online and not the desktop version. Clients must be pre-approved 
in the sales process to use our QBD connector as it requires some manual set 
up. 

● Multiple Accounts: Some customers QBO accounts will have multiple files. If 
the customer needs to connect to multiple accounts, they will need to set it up 
in their QBO account. Instructions are found in our Help Center. 
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● Filtering a QBO Report: Several of the QBO reports (P&L, Balance Sheet, 
Accounts Receivable, etc.) allow you to filter based on a customer, vendor, or 
item ID. View this help article on how to isolate the relevant IDs in your QBO 
account.  

● Rotating Table Data: Most QBO reports come in a format where columns are 
dates or months and the rows are categories or accounts. To be more chart 
friendly this is typically rotated so that rows are the dates or months. In the UI 
image above, you can see the option to “rotate table results”.  

● Additional Cleanup: Many QBO reports are built for human eyes, not a BI tool. 
Because of this they normally include totals, blank rows, or other descriptive 
type additions. These can normally be removed by using the filter transform. If 
you don’t filter out these additional items it can often throw off your chart, by 
placing the total amount in addition to each monthly amount on the graph.  

Xero 

Xero helps you manage your business finances and accounting. This is primarily a data 
source used in the UK, but is becoming more adopted in the US as an accounting 
platform. You can review our Xero-specific help articles in our Help Center. 

 

Things to note: 
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● Profit and Loss: The P&L Report is limited to the last two years of monthly data. 
Reports from Xero are not more granular than monthly reporting.  

● Tracking Categories IDs: To find the needed tracking category ID to filter by, 
you can pull the data into Grow as a second report and copy and paste the ID 
into these fields.  

Ecommerce Platforms 

In the case of a variety of data sources, customers will notice that the numbers in their 
platform analytics dashboard don’t match what is found in Grow. This is very common 
in ecommerce platforms. There are a number of reasons for this, including the 
platform having developed their own logic and definition for certain metrics.  

In these situations, our team works hard to identify the discrepancies and find a 
solution. Often we can confirm that while the internal dashboard data doesn’t match, 
the exported platform data and Grow data is the same. This means that the data is 
consistent (good!) but we have to discover the business logic and filter out certain data, 
or subtract certain information from totals, etc. In the following sections, we detail the 
logic we’ve uncovered and how we can work around limitations when an API has 
restricted certain endpoints.  

Shopify and Shopify+ 

Shopify is an online ecommerce platform and point-of-sale system. The Shopify 
integration displays endpoints such as orders, abandoned checkouts, and product 
information. If a client is a Shopify+ client, then they have access to two additional 
endpoints: user-specific information and gift card information. You can review Shopify 
and Shopify+-specific help articles in our Help Center.  
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Things to note: 

● Time Zone Differences (UTC vs. other time zones): Shopify’s API returns data 
based on the UTC (Universal Time Coordinated also referred to as Coordinated 
Universal Time) time zone. If a client is in a different time zone, their Shopify 
account will show them the adjusted data based on their own time zone; 
however, the raw data accessed via the API will not adjust for their time zone. 
See handbook section on adjusting for time zone differences.  

● Matching Sales Numbers: Although Shopify is one of our trusted premier 
partners, they restrict (and have the right to do so) certain endpoints from their 
API. They have built internal logic to calculate sales numbers for their customers 
that is not readily built out in their API. Because of this, it can be difficult to get 
sales numbers a client sees in their Shopify dashboard to match in Grow. In the 
following sections we have provided a bit of the logic we have worked through.  

● Returns Information: Shopify restricts API access on order returns. The API 
gives access to the “refunds” endpoint, but not a “returns” endpoint. If a product 
sold through Shopify is returned during the same period of the grouping of 
orders in Grow, such as this month or this week, then the returns do show up 
under the ‘refund amount’ column. However, you will not see return data for 
any order that was originally placed in the prior month or period. Based on the 
current Shopify API, there is no way to account for merchandise returned to 
the vendor where the initial order was placed in a previous month.  

● Total Sales: Shopify has multiple revenue columns, ‘total_price’, ‘subtotal_price’, 
‘total_price_USD’. We’ve found that the total_price column includes the revenue 
amount. To find accurate total sales, use a calculated column to subtract the 
‘refund amount’ column from the ‘total_price’ column. This new column 
accounts for shipping, taxes and discounts but not refunds, which is why we 
need to subtract that amount.  

○ Note: There are some instances where there will be other amounts being 
subtracted from totals in Shopify, such as shipping or tax amounts. These 
are found on the same order line for the return. You may have to subtract 
these columns in your calculation to match sales numbers.  

● Returns Data Export: If clients are having a hard time with these workarounds, 
we can always default to using an export of their returns data in their Shopify 
account. By referencing that export, we can create accurate sales metrics. In our 
opinion, manual solutions are not ideal. However, if a customer prefers this 
approach, then we’re happy to do it that way.  

● Total_price and Total_price_usd: Shopify will include a ‘total_price’ column that 
displays all sales in the currency of their operating region. To be safe, always use 
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the ‘total_price’ column to get your region’s currency. If it requires conversion, 
you can reference this help article.  

● Still a Powerful API: Regardless of some of these hurdles, Shopify’s API is still 
one of the most powerful and robust integrations. It will require practice and 
exploration based on the customer’s account and data set up.  

Stripe 

Stripe is an online ecommerce platform that provides clients with insight into their 
orders, sales revenue, and products. You can review Stripe-specific help articles in our 
Help Center.  

 

Things to note: 

● Currencies: Stripe supports a large number currencies, including zero-decimal 
currencies. Stripe will always provide the amount in the smallest common 
currency unit (i.e. for USD or EUR, 100 cents instead of $1.00). However, for 
zero-decimal currencies (i.e. JPY, Japanese Yen), the smallest currency is the 
regular denomination (¥1 for 1 Yen). 

● Showing Currencies in Larger Units: To show currency values in larger units, 
you will need to divide your data by 100 (for USD, GBP, etc). This can be done 
using the calculated column transformation. 

● Calculating Client Churn or Cancelled Subscriptions: When a customer 
cancels or changes their current subscription in Stripe, a new line is created for 
the new subscription type. For example, if Customer A wanted to be 
downgraded from a Gold Subscription to a Silver Subscription, Stripe’s API 
deletes the record of the Gold Sub and generates a new line for the Silver. It is 
therefore difficult to calculate churn or downgrades in subscriptions. If your 
client is requesting this, we’ll connect you to one of our ecommerce specialists 
for training.  
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Amazon Seller Central 

Amazon Seller Central (ASC) integration enables you to visualize sales data about your 
Amazon products. You can review ASC specific help articles in our Help Center.  

 

Things to note: 

● Use Aggregation: When pulling in data you have the option to “use 
aggregation.” This means that the data is ordered by the date and time that it 
was updated. It affects the Orders by Order Date Report. 

● 30 Days of Data: ASC only returns 30 days of data at a time in their orders 
endpoint. We can work around this by building a dataset in Grow of their data.  

● Throttling Limits: After an API request hits a certain amount of data, the 
request will be limited or throttled. This means the data load time will slow 
down significantly. The only solution is to limit the amount of data requested. 
You can read more here.  

● Request Report: In the report list, there is an option to select “request report,” 
which will show you additional reports available on the ASC API.  

● Matching Sales Numbers: As with Shopify and Shopify+, there are data 
matching discrepancies between the API data and what a customer will see in 
the sales dashboard within ASC. See this forum discussion on their site for more 
info. We have found that the exports from ASC match exactly to the API data. 
This means that the client can define their metrics as they prefer and not rely on 
the unknown definitions provided by ASC. 

● Tips on Matching Sales Number: Be sure to use the Orders by Last Order 
Update Report, then use the custom date interpolator to adjust for the 
customer's time zone. 
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SQLITE 

SQL is the language of BI. Grow uses SQLite as our SQL transform language. While you 
will use Grow’s tools and data transforms to build many valuable metrics, you will find 
that for some more complex or unique metrics, you will need to use SQL.  

As a Certified Partner, we will train you as thoroughly as we can on the Grow platform, 
but to be truly expert in supporting clients, you will find that knowing SQLite will be 
really helpful as you help your customers find value in their data. Spending time 
learning SQL will be essential to your success as a long term partner.  

This section will go over a few basic SQLite functions and syntax. This site has very 
helpful useful documentation on SQLite functions.  

Date Functions in SQL 

WHERE Date()  

● Used to format a column and define it as a date.  
● Not an operator, not a time stamp. Use this to filter by a dynamic date range. 
● Date operators: +/- days, seconds, minutes, hours years, start of year/month, now 
● Standard Operators: =, <, >, <=, >=, <>, !=, BETWEEN, CONTAINS, LIKE, IN() 
● Weekday: Sun = 0, Mon = 1 … Sat = 6 

Template: 
WHERE 
[`columnHeader`] [operator] date(‘now’, ‘start of month’, ‘-1 month’) AND  
[`column header`] [operator] date(‘now’, ‘start of month’) 
 

Example: 
WHERE `ColumnHeader` between date(‘now’, ‘start of month’, ‘-1 month’) AND 

date(‘now, ‘start of month’, ‘-1 day’) 
 
Rolling 2 week period (starting Sundays):  

WHERE `ColumnName` >= date(‘now’, ‘weekday 0’, ‘-14 days’) 
Last month only:  

WHERE `column` between date(‘now’,’start of month’, ‘-1 month’) AND 
date(‘now’, ’start of month’, ’-1 day’) 

December of last year:  
WHERE `column` <= date(‘now’, ‘start of year’, ‘-1 day’) AND `column` >= 
date(‘now’, ‘start of year’, ‘-1 month’) 

Current month, last year:  
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WHERE `column` >= date(‘now’, ‘start of month’, ‘-1 year’) AND `column` < 
date(‘now’, ‘start of month’, ‘-11 months’) 

 
julianday()  
Most commonly used to calculate the number of days between two dates.  
 
Template: 
(julianday(`column name`) - julianday(`other column name`)) as days_between 
 
Template: 
Date(julianday(`column name`, ‘+90 days’)) 
 
substr() 
Used to create a substring, or a shortened string. Most commonly used to shorten a 
date timestamp to YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM.  

 
Template:  
substr(`columnheader`,[start position],[end position]) as `columnheader` 
 
Examples:  
substr(`columnheader`,1,10) as `columnheader` 

 
* This function would take the data, start at the first character or number and go 10 
spaces. Usually the length needed to trim a timestamp date to just the date. 
2018-05-09T00:10:54+00:00 to 2018-05-09 
 
substr(`datecolumn`,1,7) as SalesMonth 
 
* This function would take the data, start at the first character or number and go 7 
spaces. Usually the length needed to trim 2018-08-13 to 2018-08 or YYYY-MM-DD to 
YYYY-MM 

 
strftime() 
This function allows you to apply formatting to a date. Useful documentation. 

● %d yields the day as 1 to 31 
● %w yields the weekday as a number, i.e. Sunday = 0, Monday = 1, Saturday = 6 
● %Y yields the full year in four digits i.e. 2018, 2017, etc.  
● %m yields the month as 01 to 12  

 
Template:  
strftime(`columnheader`,`%Y-%M-%d`) as `columnheader` 
 

Example:  
SELECT sum(`profit`) as monies, strftime(‘%w’,`orderdate`) as weekday_number 
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FROM report 
GROUP BY 2 
ORDER BY 2 
 
* This will provide 0-6 as day labels, and group by the week, order by the week date. 
 
 
trim() 
Only gets rid of characters, spaces or null values. C  

● Ltrim() - function removes leading spaces/characters from a string. 
● Rtrim() - function removes trailing spaces/characters from a string. 
● Trim() - removes spaces from both ends of a string.  

 
Template: 
rtrim(`columnName`,’x’) 
 
Example: 
SELECT r2.name, sum(r1.hours) 
FROM report 1 r1 
LEFT JOIN report2 r2 on TRIM(report.id) = TRIM(report2.id) 
 
* Trims extra spaces before and after the report ids to ensure the ability to join on that 
common field.  
 
josh$ = rtrim(`columnName`,’$’) 
* Can trim characters from a string. This removes the $ from after ‘josh’ 

Master Report 

Grow’s Master Report tool is useful when you need to do some advanced blending and 
join 2+ reports together. You can use union, union all, left join, or an inner join. You can 
also join data to some metadata we store there that contains the last two years worth 
of dates (in cases of missing dates data) or countries around the world. In some 
instances you’ll need to join to these tables (dates and countries) to avoid losing data.  

Dates Table 

When joining to a dataset table, you’ll need to know the following: 

● Perform a left join onto the dates table. The dates table needs to be report1 in 
your query and report2 is the other data source.  

● The dates table is referenced as _datesTable 
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● The metadata is in the following format: 2017-05-22T00:00:00:0000 In order to 
join dates, you’ll need to substr the dates table to 10 digits e.g 
substr(_datesTable.date,1,10)  

● Ensure the dates from the other reports are also in a YYYY-MM-DD format  

Example: 

SELECT _datesTable.date as newDate, report1.count, report1.`Sum of MRR__c` 

FROM _datesTable LEFT JOIN report1 ON substr(_datesTable.date,1,10) = 
report1.closeDate 

 
Joins 

Join functions are used to join two (or more) sets of data. SQLite only allows left join or 
inner join functions.  

INNER JOIN will only join data on data that is found in both datasets. It will exclude 
anything that doesn’t match. If you’re joining two datasets on the dates column and 
then perform an inner join, if there is a date that is found in one dataset and not in the 
other, that date (and associated data) will be removed.  

LEFT JOIN: This join function will display everything from the first report and join only 
items that match to data on the first report. This is probably the most commonly used 
type of join in Grow. You have to be sure that the first report has all the data points 
found on the second report if you don’t want to lose data. 

Template 1: 

SELECT * 

FROM report1 

JOIN report2 

On r1.date = r2.date 

Template 2: 

Select * 

From report1, report2 

Where r1.date = r2.date 

Examples: 
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SELECT r1.name, sum(r2.monies) 

FROM report1 r1, report2 r2 

WHERE r1.id = r2.sid 

GROUP BY 1 

ORDER BY 2 desc 

* The templates are selecting everything (SELECT *) from both reports. To only access 
relevant data, you can use the SELECT query to specify what columns to view from 
each report instead of using the “*” to select everything. 

Union and Union All 

This is very useful when you have two datasets with the exact same column structure 
and you need to layer the data together.  

Use a UNION very infrequently because it removes duplicates from both data sets.  

For example, your customer has two Shopify stores. They want to join the data from 
both instances into a master report. If you union one store’s to the bottom of the other 
store (provided that columns align) then you’ll have a master dataset to visualize.  

Template 1: 

SELECT * 

FROM report1 

UNION ALL 

SELECT * 

FROM report2 

 

Template 2: 

SELECT name, 

sum(money) 

FROM  

(SELECT r1.name, r1.money, r1.date 
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FROM report1 r1 

UNION ALL 

SELECT r2.name, r2.money, r2.date 

FROM report2 r2) T1 

CASE STATEMENT 

CASE statements are used very frequently with clients when they have certain criteria 
they’re trying to track in their data. CASE statements allow you apply a label or perform 
a calculation when a certain criteria is met.  

Grow recently released our tagging transform which is a non-SQL way to perform 
some basic CASE statements. While this will be helpful for many, you will finds some 
custom calculations that will require actual SQL. A CASE statement creates a new 
column in the dataset.  

Basic Logic: 

CASE WHEN ‘x happens’ THEN ‘y happens’ ELSE ‘orignal_column_header’ END AS alias 

Example: 

SELECT, `LastName`, `FirstName`, 

CASE `LastName` when ‘ashby’ 

Then ‘villanueva’ 

Else ‘LastName`’ 

END as newLastName 

FROM report 

* This CASE statement will show three columns. LastName, FirstName, and then the 
new column which will replace the name ‘ashby’ with ‘villanueva’ at any instance. If 
that criteria isn’t met, it will just populate the new column with the name found in the 
LastName column. The new column will be called “newLastName” 

Things to Note About CASE Statements: 

● ELSE statements are a good error check. If you CASE everything, and there are 
still other values, the ELSE statement would provide that value. 
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● You can use wildcards - the underscore and the percent - as you build out your 
criteria.  

● When working with identifying a string, you need to wrap the string in single 
quotations ‘jake’ , ‘jason’ , ‘sales team’, for the query to identify that string exactly.  

● You can use calculations in your CASE statement. 
● You can pivot data by using case statements.   

 

 

Example 1: 

This statement is summing up any week end sales found in the Northwest sales 
region.  

ROUND(SUM(CASE WHEN r2.region = 'Northwest' THEN r1.week_end_sales END),2) as 
Northwest 

Example 2: 

This statement is applying less than/greater than logic to a data field to calculate the 
total refund amount in the last 9 days. Probably being used to build out a basic cohort 
analysis.  

1.0*SUM(CASE WHEN days_since_refund <= 9 AND refundAmount > 0 THEN 
refundAmount END) / SUM(total_price_usd) as '0-9', 

Example 3: 

This statement is creating three different customer categories as well as including 
other fields from the dataset.  

SELECT  
Id,  
Enrollment_Date__c AS 'Enrollment Date', 

  (CASE WHEN `Type` = 'Customer' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS Customer, 

  (CASE WHEN `Type` = 'Customer Cancelled' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS Cancelled, 

(CASE WHEN `Type` = 'Customer Cancelled - Trial Period' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) 
AS `Trial Fallout`,  
   Type,  
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Name AS Account,  
Cancelled_Date__c AS 'Cancellation Date' 

FROM report 

Example 4: 

This statement is counting the instances where certain customer types are enrolled 
without trial, active or not, renewing based on internal criteria. The last statement is 
including some date logic to identify and count a high risk client.  

SELECT substr(Enrollment_Date__c,1,7) as date, count(*) as total_enrolled,  

COUNT(CASE WHEN Type NOT IN('Customer Cancelled - Trial Period') THEN 1 END) as 
enrolled_without_trial, 

COUNT(CASE WHEN Type NOT LIKE '%Cancelled%' AND Renew__c = 1 THEN 1 END) as 
active, 

COUNT(CASE WHEN Type NOT LIKE '%Cancelled%' AND Renew__c = 0 THEN 1 END) as 
not_renewing, 

COUNT(CASE WHEN Type NOT LIKE '%Cancelled%' AND Renew__c = 1 AND 
Days_Since_Last_Usage__c > 30 AND (Enrollment_Date__c < date('now','-30 days') OR 
Type = 'Customer - Hold') THEN 1 END) as high_risk 

FROM report 

WHERE Enrollment_Date__c IS NOT NULL 

GROUP BY date 

Example 5: 

This statement is using the Julian function to count days between the upload and last 
login date. Clients less than or greater than certain date ranges are given certain 
internal categories. There are three different “WHEN” statements here that all fall 
under the same CASE statement. This means that there will be one single column that 
displays the resulting logic for each customer.  

SELECT *, 

CASE WHEN (JULIANDAY(`Date Upload`) - JULIANDAY(`Last Logged In`)) >= 1 

    AND (JULIANDAY(`Date Upload`) - JULIANDAY(`Last Logged In`)) < 16 

    THEN 'P1'  
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    WHEN (JULIANDAY(`Date Upload`) - JULIANDAY(`Last Logged In`)) >= 16 

    AND (JULIANDAY(`Date Upload`) - JULIANDAY(`Last Logged In`)) < 31 

    THEN 'P2' 

    WHEN (JULIANDAY(`Date Upload`) - JULIANDAY(`Last Logged In`)) >= 31 

    THEN 'P3' 

    END AS Category 

FROM report 

Example 6: 

This statement is creating a three column pivot on sales data. It’s counting the 
instances made by Jake and Jason for the given date it’s grouped by. Our pivot 
transform tool could do this much quicker. 

SELECT date, 

COUNT(CASE WHEN `sales rep` = ‘jake’ THEN 1 END) AS `Jake`, 

COUNT(CASE WHEN `sales rep` = ‘jason’ THEN 1 END) AS ‘Jason’ 

FROM report 

GROUP BY 1 

ORDER BY 1 

Other Useful Functions 

in() & not in() 

A simple way to find data containing a certain criteria. This statement is a case 
statement that is summing up the total revenue sold by those 4 sales reps. You can 
apply the same logic for NOT IN which excludes the selection. 

Example 1: 
SUM(Case when sales rep IN(‘josh,’jake’,ryan’,’jason’) then `revenue` END) as 
Team1Revenue 

Example 2: 
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SUM(Case when sales rep NOT IN(‘josh,’jake’,ryan’,’jason’) then `revenue` END) as 
ExcludingRevenue 

coalesce() 

Coalescing will place a character or symbol when there are no values.  

Template: 

COALESCE(`columnheader`,what to insert for null value) 

Example: 

COALESCE(SUM(CASE WHEN `sales rep` = ‘jake’ THEN `revenue` END),0) 

replace() 

To clean up some datasets, you may need to replace certain characters. Often used 
when you need to replace a comma in a currency field with a blank space or replacing 
labels in the data. For multiple replacing, you have to nest them like this: 
replace(replace(replace(replace…))) 

Template: 

replace(`columnheader`,’what to replace’,’what to replace it with’ 

Example: 

This statement is replacing a comma with a blank space. It’s very tricky. 

SELECT 
REPLACE(`column`,’,’,’ ’) 

Concatenating 

Concatenating will link up two bits of data. This is used if you want to join two data 
columns together or to reformat and concatenate dates together.  

Template: 

`columnheaderA`|| & || `columnheaderB` 

Example: 

This would create a new column that displays the First Name and Last Name with a 
space in between.  

(`first_name`||' '||`last_name`) as complete_name 
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